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Study assumptions and ESSP concept mission scenario

* ESSP science requirements and instrument options
*

Study drivers (e.g., mass limit. radiation, landing method,
small-RPS concept)
Parametic results and point concepts

* Conclusions
* Beyond Europa with Small-RPSs (C RPSs, A R p S s & fission)
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*

* Technology cutoff by 2012 (assumptions will support feasible
trades and not far-out technologies)

-

The ESSP is deployed ham an assumed JIMO orbit
As assumed in this study, JIMO would provide 1” of aluminum
shielding until ESSP deployment (a simplificationfor this study)
(the high radiation environmmt may necessitste

6 h type of help 6oomJIMO)

--

Radiation hardened components on ESSP up to lMRad tolerance
Dual shing design
Advanced technology for all components
* 30% contingency on mass and power (required by design
principles for concept studies)
Some instrument operation cycled to reduce power requirements

-

Cost, Planetary Protection & Surface Contamination issues were
not addressed for this trade space exploration

ESSP would cruise to Europa inside or attached to JIMO

* JIMO would orbit Euopa on a 100 km orbit with an inclination of 110‘

*

During it’s 30-day science floor fxst JIMO would map Europa, from
which a landing location would be determined
The Euopa Suface Science Package would deploy for
a 3 / 7 / 14 (Earth-)day Europa surface mission
Data would be communicated from ESSP to JIMO during overpasses
utilizing JIMO’s telecom system

* JIMO would downlink the ESSP data to DSN
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* Astrohiology
(Search for organic materials, determine composition;chemical
patterns, organics indicative of biological origin)

-

Geophysics
(Acousticlseismic;icy crust thickness; ocean depth; geophysical
and mechanical ice properties; magnetic field at surface, surface
package tracking for geodynamics)

* Geological-compositional
(provide "ground truth", elemental compositlon;mineralogical
characterization;physical properties & higbresolution morphology
& density & thermal I electromagneticproperties & surface
processes &radiolysis of surface materials)

E
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Rabahon sources throughout the proposed JIM0 mission:

TID for ESSP Shield Smne (m MRad)

-

Small-RF'S Concept based on 1 GPHS module

SLU~VD~W~S-

I
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*

Small RPSs B T unda
~
consideranon
by the US DOEand by NASA

*

Nouee of Intent (Nor)to develop
them was rsived rn September 2004

.
*

I

ReqveslforPropasals W)liom
ule DOEIS expected m early 2005
Could he made wiulahle ,w early ,w
the 2011 Mars Scout launch

I
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Anatomy of a Small-RPS Concept
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Key drivers for Europa Surface Science Package:
Limited initial mass (up to 375 kg, that is 25% of the proposed JIM0 mission's
EYrrPnt payload)
High radiationenvironmentadds sipiscant shielding mass (the&iclding alone
accounll for-20-180Lg'!;worstcaseisWithoutshieldinghelpanIIMO)
4 Roeket equation:Propulsion alone is -50% of the total mass
J Constainfs: (a) set initial mas; @) technology sizes the landed u s e r msss (wc
assumed advanced technologies): (E) radiation shes shielding m a s
J

J

J

With realistic assumptions for a 2012 technology cutoff date
J

allmationseem parslblr wilhin the 375 kg Limit:
3W kg and 150 kg initial masses am Wrelynot feanible.

J

SaR landing delivers the hiphest payload compared to hard and rough landing

J

configurations:
Airbag and Crushablerough lsndings are less m s efficienton planetary bodies
without almosphsrrr,thus rmh designs will exceed landed m r L
i
d
' If is more
efficientto r e m v e all delta V with me type of pmpvlsian system1landing methadl

J

J

J

ESSP -E

ForshortdurstIon,tbarir3days(inaybe7), bsttcriespmvideagoodpowasource
option ( m s efficiency cross over between battrry & RPS b a r d landers is -5 days):
For a 7 to 14-day mission small-RPSs could b e considered;
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* Milliwatt range (10s to IOOS of mWe)

-

-

Micro landers,rovers and impactors

- Deployablescience micro insrmmenu, such as seismic stations, beaeons

-

Tmgeting asteroids,mwns (Moon, Eurapq Titan), Mars, planetayrkgs

Multiwatt power range (10s of We)

-

Landers and rovers D Europq Tim, Ganymede,Callisto, the Moon, Men
Venus ocrabot
Communicationnlay satellite I Orbiter satenilss
Sub-satellitesand adjunctpayloads on flagship class missionr

* Multi-hundredwatt range (100 We to -1 kWe) with WSs and ARpSs
* Tens of kW. to hundreds of kWe and above with fission reactors
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(Furtherinformatlon on this topic can be found in the ESSP report)
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